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The Tarì beers tickle our region with irony; they
enhance its character and tell about the
contaminations with cheerful tributes. A meeting, a
handshake, as it happens in our areas, and the
understanding emerges from the deepness, which
Sicily floats on.
Just a few miles off the Ionian sea, in the cove of
Catania, the company Aquamaris collects its waters
and passes it through a microfiltration and
sterilization process, which preserves its salinity and
mineral composition. The use of sea water in cooking
is a tradition that has been passed down over the
centuries, but the idea of using it to make beer is
much extremer.
Sciascia used to say that you can’t live in our island
without imagination: therefore, we imagined. So,
hops and malts took a huge dive, beyond the
certainties of tradition: a Gose that connects Sicilian
Russello wheat with the water of our sea.
Hence, this is the Gose Tarì Aquamaris…
NORMAL LIGHT BEER
Gose.
Water, barley malt, wheat malt, barley flakes,
wheat, sugar, sea water, hops, spices, yeast.
Contains gluten.
Top fermentation, refermented
in the bottle, not pasteurized, not filtered.
Natural sediment in the bottle.
5,0% vol.
Store in a cool and dry place
away from direct sunlight.
Refreshing, light, slightly sapid.
Appetizers, low-fat fish, mussels,
fish carpaccio, shellfish, raw fish
8°C
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GP: 12,50 - IBU: 8,85 - EBC: 11,20

Selling unit:

33 cl - 1 pack / 24 pz
75 cl - 1 pack / 12 pz

craft light beer
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—Imagine her blue while
in ferment Hops, malt and
sweet wheat being present.
Without any air in the
nose or even feet,
Right from the bottom
of the ocean to meet.
Mutating into gills her
swift arms The cape and
garment in salt and scales
She’s having her debut
among the Specials
Gentlemen and, firstly,
Ladies Be introduced
to Tarì Aquamaris—

